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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
- Comparative research has established a three-way distinction between a) languages with overt wh-
movement, b) wh-in-situ languages, and c) languages with optional wh-movement. 
 
-  In-situ questions and foci trigger word order alternations in Spanish as well as in other languages. 
 
- Different approaches have been pursued for Spanish Focus and ISQs : 
 
 Analyses based on PF-requirements :  

 
Analyses where word order alternations are seen as parasitic on stress assignment principles plus 
conditions on focus prominence (Zubizarreta, 1998 ; Reglero, 2007) 
 
Analyses where well formedness conditions on prosodic domain-syntactic domain correspondences 
motivate those word order alternations (Richards, 2010, 2016, in particular) 
 
Syntactically motivated analyses : Uribe-Etxebarria (2002) and Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria (2005, 
2011), in which wh-in-situ in Spanish is just apparent, a case of wh-movement plus remnant movement. 
 

Goal of the paper: To investigate these questions on the basis of the properties displayed by wh-in situ 
questions in Spanish, a language which apparently allows optional wh-movement. 
 
We will argue that: 
 

 ▲  In situ questions involve overt movement of the “in situ” wh-element to the specifier 
of a functional projection in the left periphery, followed by remnant movement. 

 
 ▲  This analysis explains the phonological, semantic and syntactic properties displayed 

by in situ-Qs in this language. Under this approach PF and LF interpret the output of syntactic 
derivations (strict T-model). 

 
 ▲  The properties displayed by in situ-Qs in Spanish differ from those exhibited by in 

situ-Qs in other Romance languages. This provides support for a non-unified approach to in situ-
Qs in languages with apparent optional wh-movement. 

 
 ▲  A PF-based, non-movement approach, cannot capture the full properties of in-situ 

questions in Spanish. Not all PF-based approaches fare equally, though. In fact, the main 
empirical conclusion for Spanish in-situ questions is that they are not in-situ. The conclusion 
could fit an approach in which wh-movement is motivated by PF-considerations (Richards, 
2010; 2016), but not one that dispenses with wh-/focus movement entirely (Zubizarreta, 1998; 
Reglero, 2007; Mathieu, 2016, among others).   

 
 
2. SPANISH WH-IN-SITU QUESTIONS 
 
2.1.  A NON MOVEMENT ANALYSIS  OF IN SITU QUESTIONS (JIMÉNEZ 1997).  
 
In Spanish, (non-echo) wh-elements (both wh-words and wh-phrases) can either move or remain in situ. This 
optionality affects argumental as well as non-argumental wh-elements. 
 
 -   Arguments: 
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 (1) a. ¿Qué    compró   tu         padre? 
   what      bought   your     father 
   ‘What did your father buy?’ 
 
  b. ¿(Y) Tu padre compró  qué? 
 
 
 (2) a. ¿A quién    invitaste       a    tu        fiesta? 
   whom       invited-you   to   your     party 
   ‘Who did you invite to your party? 
 
  b. ¿ Invitaste       a    tu        fiesta   a quién? 
 
 -   Adjuncts: 
 
 (3) a. ¿Por qué     compraron   ellos     la    casa? 
   why             bought        they      the  house 
   ‘Why did they buy the house? 
 
  b. ¿ [Y ellos] compraron la casa por qué? 
 
  
 (4) a. ¿Cómo    te   vas a vestir                      para la fiesta? 
   how        CL are you going to dress     para la fiesta? 
   ‘How are you going to dress for the party?’ 
 
  b. ¿ [Y tú] te vas a vestir para la fiesta  cómo? 
  
 
Jiménez (1997-: 
 
i. Semantic analysis: 
 
 - In situ questions and questions involving overt fronting carry a different presupposition.  
 

When the wh-element appears in sentence-initial position, the values assigned to x, the variable 
introduced by the wh-question, are taken from the set of individuals E.  

 
When the wh-element appears in situ, the wh-question gets a presupposition where the variable into 
which the wh is translated is assigned values taken from a restricted set. This seems to be related to the 
fact that ‘in situ’ questions usually require a specific type of context to be felicitous. 
 
Illustration (Jiménez, 1997: 42): 

 
(5) Speaker A: Mi padre, mi madre y yo fuimos a la tienda a comprar huevos, leche y café. 
 « My father, my mother and I went to the store to buy eggs, milk and coffee » 
 Mi madre compró los huevos. 
 My mother bought the eggs 
 
(6) a. Speaker B :     Qué compró tu padre? 
   What bought your father 
 b. Speaker B :     Y   tu     padre compró qué? 
                           And your father bought what? 
 
For an in-situ question such as (6b) to be felicitous, we need a context such as (5). In that context, speaker 2 can 
utter (6b), assuming that: (i) the father of Speaker 1 bought something; and (ii) that the bought item comes from 
a pre-established set (the milk, eggs and coffee set). For Jiménez, (6a) and (6b) have different presuppositions, 
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illustrated in (7a) and (7b) respectively: 
 
 
(7) a. {p: ∃(a) ∈ D [p=¶bought(f,x1) ¶ g(a/x1)]} 
 b. {p: ∃(a) ∈ {eggs, milk, coffee} [p=¶bought(f,x1) ¶ g(a/x1)]} 
 
Whereas in (6a, 7a) the domain of quantification is the contextually restricted domain of individuals, in (6b,7b) it 
is a designated set, itself a subset of the contextually restricted domain of individuals. 

 
ii. Syntactic  analysis: 
 
Non fronted wh-elements do not move at all. They stay in situ, in their base generated position in the overt 
syntax. These elements do not undergo LF movement, they are licensed through unselective binding by [+Q]. 
 
2.2. INSENSITIVITY TO STRONG ISLANDS 
  
One area Jimenez did not exploit in her dissertation was the locality conditions that hold between the apparent 
in-situ wh-word and the high Q-operator. Spanish in-situ questions are unproblematic in embedded sentences : 
 
(8) A : Juan dice que María ha  comprado qué ? 
       Juan says that Maria has bought    what 
 
 B : Una entrada para los toros 
       A     ticket    for   the bulls 
 « A ticket for bull-fighting » 
 
(9) A : Juan te dijo que María venía           cómo ? 
       Juan cl said that Maria was.coming how 
 
 B : En tren 
       By train 
 
In-situ wh-questions seem to be prima facie insensitive to strong islands (Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria, 2005 ; 
Reglero, 2007): 
 
(10) Ricardo se fué cuando llegó quién ?   (Adjunct island) 
 Ricardo cl left  when arrived who 
 «Who is the x such that Ricardo left when x arrived ? » 
 
(11) Ricardo conoce al   artista que  pintó    qué ? (Relative Clause) 
 Ricardo knows the artist   who painted what 
 « What is the x such that Ricardo knows the artist who painted x ? » 
 
Except when the in-situ question is an adjunct. Compare (12a,b) : 
 
(12) a. Y   tu    has   venido porqué ? 
    and you have come   why 
 « Why is it that you came ? » 
 
 b. *Y tu conoces al artista que pintó un cuadro porqué ? 
     and you know the artist hat oainted a paintig why 
 « What is the reason x such that you know an artist who made a painting for x reason ? » 
 
See Tsai (1994). In this, the restrictions on in-situ wh words resemble those one can find in the family of in-situ 
wh-languages, like Chinese or Japanese.  
 
2.3. THE SENTENCE FINAL REQUIREMENT 
 
One property of in-situ questions in Spanish that does not follow straightforwardly from their unmoved statu sis 
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the fact that they seem to attracted to the right edge. This was first observed by Uribe-Etxebarria (2002). 
 
 
(13) a. Sergio   llegó el martes en bicicleta  (UNMARKED: SUBJ-V-TEMPORAL ADJUNCT-MANNER PP) 
     Sergio   arrived Tuesday by bycicle 
 
 b. *Sergio llegó cuándo en bicicleta ? (*UNMARKED: SUBJ-V-TEMPORAL ADJUNCT-WH MANNER PP) 
       Sergio arrived when by bicycle ? 
 
 c. Sergio llegó   en bicicleta cuándo ? (MARKED: SUBJ-V-WH MANNER PP-TEMPORAL ADJUNCT) 
     Sergio arrived in bicycle  when 
 
(14) a. Sergio se ha  casado   con  María por         la  iglesia 
    Sergio cl  has married with Maria through the church 
 “Sergio got married with Maria by the church” 
 
 b. *Sergio se ha casado con quién por la iglesia? 
 
 c. Sergio se ha casado por la iglesia con quién?  
 
In this, Spanish does not behave as other Romance in-situ languages. Mathieu (2016: 273) notes for instance that 
word order is not changed in French in in-situ interrogative constructions: 
 
(15) a. Il   a    provoqué un accident avec un caillou?  (UNMARKED: SUBJ-V-OBJECT-INSTRUMENTAL PP) 
     he has caused     an accident with  a  Stone 
 
 b. Il   a    provoqué quel   accident avec un caillou?    (UNMARKED: SUBJ-V-OBJECT-INSTRUMENTAL PP) 
     he has caused    which accident with  a  stone 
 
The Spanish counterpart would require word order change here: 
 
(16) a. *Ha       provocado qué clase de accidente con una piedra? 
      she.has caused      what type of accident   with a stone 
 
 b. Ha         provocado con una piedra qué clase de accidente? 
     She.has caused      with a    stone   what type of accident 
 
2.4. MORE ON THE SENTENCE FINAL REQUIREMENT 
 
“Sentence final” is not a linear notion. Things can come after the wh-word in-situ, but they are typically uttered 
in a separate intonational phrase, after a short break: 
 
(17) Context: Pointing at a guitar in a house displaying several guitars 
 
 Compraste cuándo, esta guitarra? 
 You.bought when, this guitar 
 “When did you buy this guitar?” 
 
The kind of extra-metrical term that allows this is limited to the class of things that can be independently 
topicalized:  
 
(18) *En bicicleta, cuándo llegó Pedro?  
   by bycicle   when arrived Pedro 
 “By bicyle, when is it that Pedro arrived?” 
 
(19) *Con una piedra, qué  clase de accidente ha        provocado?  
 With  a     stone,  what type of accident   has.she caused 
 « With a stone, what type of accident did she cause ? » 
 
The restrictions on hat can appear right dislocated extend thus to other things that cannot be topicalized. For 
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instance n-words : 
 
 
(20) Context : Talking about a heritage 

 
a. Pedro no le ha dejado nada a quién ? 

    Pedro neg has left anything to whom 
 « Who is the person such that Pedro did not leve anything for him/her ? » 
 
 b. *Pedro no  le ha dejado a quién,  nada ? 
      Pedro neg cl has left     to whom anything 
  
The SFR is a requirement that one also finds with contrastive foci : 
 
(21) *Sergio no  llegó     EL MARTES, con nadie 
  Sergio  neg arrived the Tuesday    with anyone 
 « It is on Tuesday that Sergio did not arrive with anybody » 
  
The SFR is a requirement on in-situ questions when they are the only wh-word in the sentence. Multiple 
questions do not trigger the same effect. Consider for instance (21, similar examples in Etxepare and Uribe-
Etxebarria, 2005) : 
 
(22) Quién no  llego    qué      día con  nadie ? 
 who   neg arrived which day with anyone 
 « Who did not arrive which day with anyone ? » 
 
A possibility is that the relevant in-situ questions are related to contrastive focus, unlike the second term in a 
multiple question, which is typically absorbed into a quantifier ranging over pairs of variables.  
 
3. PF-APPROACHES TO IN-SITU QUESTIONS 
 
3.1. ZUBIZARRETA (1998) 
 
Cinque (1993):    
 
(23) Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR) 
 Nuclear Stress falls on the most embedded element on the recursive side of the tree 
 
Reinhart (1995, 2006): 
 
(24) Unmarked focus configurations are parasitic on the basic configuration of Nuclear Stress Assignment 
 
Zubizarreta (1998): 
 
-Cinque´s NSR is insufficient to account for stress assignment in English and German. Selectional relations play 
an important role in determining the placement of NS in these languages 
    
-She proposes a modular formulation of the NSR is insufficient to account for stress assignment in English and 
German. Selectional relations play an important role in determining the placement of NS in these languages 
    
 (24)   C-NSR:  given two nodes Ci and Cj that are metrical sisters, the one lower in the syntactic asymmetric c- 
           command ordering is more prominent. 
 
 (25)  S-NSR:  given nodes Ci and Cj that are metrical sisters, if Ci and Cj are selectionally ordered, the one lower  
          in the selectional ordering is more prominent. 
 
 (26)   Focus Prominence Rule: captures the relationship between focus and prosody 
            
          Given two sister categories Ci (marked [ +F] )  and Cj (marked [ -F]), Ci is more prominent than Cj. 
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          - In Spanish only the C-NSR is active.  
   
          - All phonological material is metrically visible for the NSR in Spanish 
 
Two possible cases: 
 
 a.      when the element  marked [ +F] and the element receiving NS (by C-NRS) is the same:  
 
(27)              Qué   comió Juan?       Juan    comió   una manzana      
 What eat     Juan         [ -F]    [ -F]      [ +F] 
 
(28) a.      Quién te        regaló el coche?        Me    regaló      Juan     el coche  
           Who CL-Dat    gave    the car             [ -F]    [ -F]       [ +F]      [ -F]       
 
 b.  [TP   me    regaló  [VP1  [VP2 el cochek  [VP1   tk [    V2 tk ] ] ]i   [VP1  Juan   [VP1 V1    [VP1  ti  ] ] ] ] ]     
           [ -F]   [ -F]                     [ -F]                                                   [ +F]                            | 

                                                                                                
|_____________________________________________| 

                                                                                                                          p-movement 
 
3.2. REGLERO (2007)  
 
The phonological rule of stress assignment is responsible for the non-neutral word order and the SFR effects 
displayed by in-situ wh-constructions. Reglero adopts Stjepanovic’s approach to link deletion (1999). 
 
(29)  i.    Phonological properties govern the distribution of ISWh-s in Spanish 

     ii.  ISWh-s need to appear in final position within their intonational phrase to receive main stress via the 
NSR 

 iii.  IS wh-phrases result from the spell-out of lower copies (left by regular movement of elements out of 
VP) (see also Stepanovic 1999, 2003)  

        iv.   ISWh-s do not move to an A’-position. They are licensed “in situ” by unselective binding. 
   
Advantage of Stjepanovic’s system over Zubizarreta’s system: there is no need to appeal to the existence of an 
extra mechanism, namely, p-movement. 
 
Derivations: 
 
(30)   a. Y      tú    le         diste   la    guitarra    a quién? 
 And you CL-Dat gave  the guitar         to whom   
 
          b.    [AgrSP  tú     diste [AgrOP la guitarra diste [AgrOP  a quién  diste  [VP tú     diste    la guitarra a quién ]]]]]     
       [ -F]   [ -F]             [ -F]        [ -F]              [ +F]   [ -F]      [ -F]   [ -F]     [ -F]          [ +F]  
 
(31) a. Y         tú      invitaste   a   tu      fiesta    a quién? 
  And   you     invited      to your   party   whom 
 
              b.[AgrSP  tú invitaste [AgrOP a quién invitaste[XP a tu fiesta invitaste [VP tú  invitaste a quién a tu fiesta]]]]]     
      [ -F]   [ -F]             [ +F]       [ -F]                  [ -F]      [ -F]      [ -F] [ -F]        [ +F]      [ -F]  
 
-movement of ‘a tu fiesta’ is necessary for the derivation to work: 
 
“...the PP a tu fiesta raises overtly to a projection between AgrOP and VP. I will leave the nature of the 
projection open, labeling it only XP. This projection shares the same characteristics as Stjepanovic’s PredP: it is 
located low in the structure and hosts [ -F] elements. Presumably, the movement of a tu fiesta is just an instance 
of short topicalization. This assumption is quite possible given that the moving element is marked [ -F]” 
(Reglero op. cit.: 55)  
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“... it is really crucial that the elements can move out of the VP in order for this system to work. Let me point out 
that Zubizarreta will solve the present conflict by appealing to p-movement. ‘A tu fiesta’ would move and adjoin 
to VP” 
 
3.3. MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS OF REGLERO (2007) AND ZUBIZARRETA (1998)  
 
Main achievements of the PF-based approach to in-situ questions : 
 
-A simple account of the SFR 
-Absence of strong islands 
 
They have trouble to account for :  
 
(i)  the restrictions at the post-wh position 
 
They don’t care about : 
 
(ii) The interpretive differences between the in-situ wh-word and the moved one 
 
4. BUT ARE THOSE WH-WORDS REALLY IN-SITU? ETXEPARE AND URIBE-
ETXEBARRIA (2005, 2008, 2011) 
 
4.1. THE DERIVATION OF ISQS IN SPANISH (UE 2000,2003, E&UE 2000, 2001, 2002, 2005) 

                 
                                                                                                               TopP 

   “In Situ” Wh-questions                                   

                                                                                                                              NegP/TP               CP   

                                                                                                                                        

    Word order:  Wh in final position                                                                   WH                    (NegP)  

    c-command:   Elements within the remnant moved 
                              NegP/TP cannot c-command the WH                                                                                                                                  
                               in the left periphery                                                                                              Neg            TP 
 
 

                                                                                   
                                                                                                                          Wh-mov                             

                        remnant  
                                                                                                               mov                                                    tWH   
       
 
 

 
 
Note that the structure and the movements in (4.1) directly account for the word order characteristic of this type 
of interrogatives (SFR). For the post-wh position, Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria argue that it involves a topic 
position below the position of the wh-word.  
 
4.2. EPPUR SI MUOVE 
 
4.2.1. WH-DEPENDENTS AND SCOPE 
 
As we showed, Spanish wh-words in-situ can occur in all sorts of dependents. We have checked finite 
complements of the declarative sort and adjunct and complex noun phrase dependents. They can also occur in 
wh-complements, as in (32). Interestingly, in those cases the scope of the wh-word is matrix scope: 
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(32)  ¿Juan se pregunta  si           vendrá        quién?           
           Juan cl wonder   whether  will.come   who  
         “Who is the person x such that Juan wonders whether x will come?” 
 
From the point of view of an unselective binding approach, this is problematic. We would expect to find what 
we find for instance in Brazilian Portuguese (Kato, 2003; Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria, in progress): 
 

 (33)     O   João quer    saber se quem comprou o   livro       (*EP, √BP)           
            the João  wants know if  who  bought    the book 
            ‘John wants to know who bought the book.’ 
 
In Brazilian Portuguese, in-situ wh-phrases can occur inside a wh-complement, but then they have embedded 
scope. The same applies to French, if Cheng and Rooryck (2001) and Boeckx (1999) are right: 
 
(34)   Jean  se demande si Marie a    embrassé qui?         
         Jean  cl  asks         if Marie has kissed    who    (Ch&R 2002) 

 
Boeckx 1999: in cases with two whs in the embedded CP, the IS-wh can only take narrow scope: 
 
(35)  Il se demande comment réparer quoi?  
      ‘He wonders how to repair what ’/ * ‘What does he wonder how to repair’ (apud Chang 1997) 
 
4.2.2. WH-ISLANDS (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA, 2005) 
 
Consider the following asymmetries, which arise when we force the presence of two wh-s in a wh-dependent, 
one of them in-situ:  
 
(36) a.*   ¿Y   tú no sabes quién llego cómo?                      V[+Q]      * who            how 
               And you not know who arrived how            
 

b.    ¿Y tú no sabes cómo llegó quién?        V[+Q]  how            who 
 
(37) a. *  ¿Y    tú te preguntas quién se ha ido con quién?     V[+Q] * who            with whom 

         And you wonder    who    left          with whom   
 

b.    ¿Y tú te preguntas con quién se ha ido quién?          V[+Q]   with whom    who 
 
(38) a  * ¿Y tú no sabes quién se ha muerto de qué?       V[+Q]      *  who           of what 

       And you not know who died from what 
 

b.    ¿Y tú no sabes de qué se ha muerto quién?                 V[+Q]        of what        who 
     
The contrast in (36-38) shows that inside the wh-island the in situ wh-word cannot be an adjunct. But recall that, 
as shown before, there is no constraint against in situ adjunct wh-phrases in Sp.  
 
If in situ-whs move, then the contrast in (51-53) must be compared to the following canonical extraction 
configurations (39-41). 
 
(39) a*¿ Cómo   no sabes/te     preguntas     quién  llegó?     * how  wonder  who     tHOW 

     how      not   know-you/  wonder- you who   left                             
 

b ¿ Quién no sabes/te preguntas    cómo   llegó?       who   wonder  how    tWHO 
    who not know-you/   wonder-you how     arrived        

  
(40) a *¿Con quién te preguntas   quién se ha ido?    * with whom wonder who tWW 

     with whom you-wonder     who        left   
  

b.  ¿Quién te preguntas con quién se ha ido.          who  wonder  with whom tWHO 
 
(41) a.*¿De qué no  sabes/te preguntas quién se ha muerto?       * Of what  wonder  who  tOF WHAT 
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    Of what   not  know-you                who    has died 
 

 b. ¿ Quién no     sabes/te   preguntas de qué se ha muerto?             who  wonder   of what   tWHO 
       who you-notknow-you  wonder      of what          died 

 
 (36-39) appear to be the mirror image of (39-41).  
 
 This striking parallelism can be straightforwardly accounted for under an analysis where the rightmost position 
of the wh in situ is the result of two subsequent movements: 
 
         i)   “in situ” wh-word moves out of island  to a matrix scope position, 
 
               [        who  [          wonder            [  how   [    tWHO    arrived      tHOW     ]]] 
 
              [rootCP Quién [ no sabes/te preguntas  [ cómo  [     tWHO   llegó        tHOW  ]]]        
 
        ii)   then the remnant is moved to a higher position.  
 
                  [[  you.wonder  [  how  [ tWHO   arrived    tHOW     ]]]          [ROOTCP    who    tREMNANT  ]] 
                   [[no sabes/te preguntas [cómoj   [ ti      llegó   tj  ]] ]         [ROOTCP  quiéni   tREMNANT ]]  
 
 
If the first step is not possible (39a,40a,41a), then the second isn’t either (36a,37a,38a).  
 
(36a)     (Tú) no sabes [CP    [IP quién llegó cómo  ]  ]                        [basic word order] 
                
              i)       [CP how  [not know [CP  whoi [ ti  arrived  how ] ]]                     [how moves over who] 
                               |________________________*______| 
 
              ii)       [XP  not know(you) [[whoi[ ti arrived  tj ]]]   [CPROOT how  tREMNANT    ] ]  [the remnant moves] 
                                        
This explains why in  (36b), (37b) and (38b) the apparently “in situ” question has matrix scope and why these 
questions can receive an anwer just on the “in situ” variable. 
 
(36b)   [Y     tú     no sabes  cómo llegó]  quién ?   Answer: Pedro 
             And you  not know how arrived  who? 
 
(37b)   [Y     tú    te preguntas con  quién  se ha ido]   quién?  Answer: Pedro 
             And you cl wonder    with whom cl has gone who 
  
(38b)   [Y     tú    no  sabes de qué   se ha   muerto] quién?  Answer: Pedro 
             And you not know of what cl  has died       who 
 
 
4.2.3. BINDING ASYMMETRIES (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA, 2005) 
 

      Consider (42): 
 
 (42)   a.  * Maríai cree     [ que Juan ha visto [una foto de sí mismai ]] 

                 Maria believes [that Juan has seen [a picture of herself]]   
 
(42b) shows that succesive cyclic movement allows the anaphor to be licensed by a matrix antecedent. 
 
          b.    [Qué     foto     de sí misma]i    cree     María [ ti [ que Juan ha visto ti  ]] ? 
      Which picture of herself       believe Mary         that Juan has seen t  ] 

  
-    In contrast with (42a), (42c) shows that an anaphor within an  “in situ” wh-phrase can be licensed by a matrix 

antecedent. (42c) thus patterns with the example involving overt movement in  (42b). 
 
      c.    Maríai  cree      que Juan ha visto [qué foto de sí mismai  ] ?  
    María  believes that Juan has seen [which picture of herself 
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That the effect is related to the overt movement of the wh-phrase is shown by the fact that truly in-situ 
wh-phrases do not improve the sentence. Consider for instance multiple questions: 
 
     d. *     [Quién de ellas]           cree       que Juan ha visto  [qué foto          de sí misma]? 
     Which of themFEMININE believes that Juan has seen    which picture of herself  
 
Similar effects with reciprocals (Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria, 2005). 
 
4.2.3. PARASITIC GAPS (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA FORTHCOMING) 
 
Consider the following classical paradigm: 
 
(43) a. Qué has leido (qué) [antes de archivar (qué)]? 
     What have.you read before of filing 
 “What have you read before filing?” 
 
 b. *He     leído un libro [antes  de archivar (un libro)] 
      I.have read  a   book  before of filing 
 “*I have read a book before filing” 
 
 c. *Un libro fué leído [antes   de archivar (un libro)] 
       a    book was read  before of filing 
 “*A book was read before filing”  
 
Truly in situ Wh-elements do not license parasitic gaps: 
 
(44)  a. *   Who    bought what  [after reading  e   ]? 
           b. *  ¿Quién compró qué   [para archivar e  cuanto antes] 
                        who    bought  what [ to file            e  as soon as possible  
 
However, “in situ” questions of the type under analysis do license parasitic gaps: 
   
(45)      ¿Y     tú    leíste  para   archivar   cuanto antes           qué?   
               And you read     to       file          as soon as possible what 
 
This provides further evidence in favor of an analysis in terms of wh- + remnant movement.    
 
(46)        a.  Y (tú)  leíste qué  [ para archivar cuanto antes qué ]  Base                 
 
      b.   [[qué [leiste  (qué) [ para archivar cuanto antes (qué)] ]  Wh-movement 
                                  
   c.    [ [ leíste  qué  [para archivar cuanto antes  qué  ]]j qué  tj   ]   Remnant movement 
 
 
4.2.4. SCOPE INTERACTIONS (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA, 2005) 
 
There are some asymmetries between the scope interactions displayed by Wh-phrases and Quantifiers in “in 
situ” and ex-situ Qs. 
 
 Plural NPs and Whs 
 
(47) WhSUBJECT         ObjectPL 
  
        a. Quién ha comprado los libros? a) Distributive 
           Who has bought the books                        b) Individual answer (Luís)   
  
         b. Ha comprado los libros   quién? a) * Distributive  
             Has bought the bought who b) Individual answer (Luís) 
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        c.  [Los libros]CLLD los    ha comprado quién? a) Distributive 
             The books      CLACC has bought who          b) Individual (Luís) 
  
 
(48)        Subject Pl        Wh-OBJECT 
 
       a. Tus amigos han visto a quién           a)  * Distributive 
           Your friends have seen who             b)   Individual answer (a Luís ‘Luis’)  

 
      b.  A quién han visto tus amigos?          a) Distributive 
           whom  have seen your friends          b) Individual Answer  (a Luís ‘Luis’)  
 
(49)       WhOBJECT      DativePL 
 
       a.   Qué  les      has comprado a tus amigos?            a) Distributive 
            What CLDat have(you) bought to your friends    b) Individual answer (a house) 
 
      b.   (Y tú) les has comprado a tus amigos   qué?                 a) *Distributive 
            (And you) CLDat have bought to your friends what      b) Individual answer (a house) 

 
      c.  [A tus amigos]CLLD les has comprado qué?                   a) Distributive 
        b) Individual answer (a house) 
 
(50)  Generalization:   i)  Wh ..... Plural NPs ......tWH             
                                      
                                   a) Distributive 
                                    b) Individual  
 
                                 ii)   Plural NPs....Wh 
        
                                   a) * Distributive 
                                    b) Individual     
 
                               iii)   [ NP PluralCLLD]i    CLi      Wh   
 
                                   a) Distributive 
                                   b) Individual 
 
 
 Quantifier-Wh interactions  
 
 Wh-subject        QOBJECT 
 
(51)    a. Quién compró cada libro?     a) Distributive 
              Who bought each book     b) Individual answer (Luis) 
  
           b.  Compró cada libro quién      a) * Distributive 
                Bought each book who      b)Individual (Luis) 
  
           c.   Cada libro lo compro quién?      a) Distributive 
                 each book CLACCbought who     b) Individual (Luis) 
       
(52) Qsubject               Wh-objeto 
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              a.  Qué  compró cada alumno?       a) Distributive 
                   what  bought  each student        b) Individual answer ( type of thing / ‘a book’) 
  
             b.  Cada alumno compró qué ?        a) *?? Distributive 
                  Each student can buy what?       b) Individual answer (type of thing/ ‘a book’) 
    
(53)     a.  A quién han visitado todos los alumnus       a) Distributive 
                whom have visited all the students           b) Individual answer (a Juan, ‘Juan’) 
          
            b.  Todos los alumnos han visitado a quien?       a) *Distributive 
                 All the students have visited whom                b) Individual (a Juan) 
       
             Wh object     QDATIVE  
 
(54)       a.  Qué han regalado a cada profesor?  a) Distributive 
                  what have offered to each professor b) Individual (a book/type of thing) 
 
              b.   A cada profesor han regalado qué?      a) *Distributive 
                   To each professor have offered what              b)   Individual (a book/type of thing)  
 
              b’.  A cada profesor le han regalado qué?    a)Distributive 
 To each professor CLDat have offered what       b) Individual(a book/type of thing)    
 
              b’‘.  Le han regalado a cada profesor qué?       a) * Distirbutive 
                         b)    Individual (a book/type of thing) 
                 QOBJECT        WhDATIVEi 
 
(55)        a.  A  quién  han enviado cada libro? a)   Distributive 
                   to whom  have sent     each book b)   Individual  (a Juan) 
   
               b. Han enviado cada libro a quién? a) *Distributive 
                   Have sent each book to whom b)   Individual (a María) 
 

(56) Generalization:   i) Wh ..... Q ......tWH             
                                      
                                   a) Distributive 
                                    b) Individual  
 
                                    ii)   …Q....Wh                      iii)   [ QPCLLD]i    CLi      Wh 
        
                                   a) * Distributive                                 a) Distributive 
                                    b) Individual                                      b)  Individual 
     

 
Analysis: An overt movement analysis of the wh-phrase plus remnant movement, as in (57) (simplified) 
 
(57)                                                 TopP 
                                              
             [    Q     twh  ]remnant               Top’ 
                                                                      
                                                 CP 
                                                                  

                                                 Wh       C’ 
                           
                                                                                    C            tremnant  
 
The configuration in (57) explains why there is no scope interaction between the Q and the “in situ”- Wh (and, 
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therefore, why the distributive reading disappears in ISWh-s).   
 
Now, imagine that inside the remnant we have a CL. This allows the quantifier to be generated outside the 
remnant, in a higher position. This will open a way for the Quantifier to establish a scope relation with the “in 
situ” wh-phrase.  This explains the difference in the readings exhibited by (32a) vs.(32b) 
 
 
(56 iii)               XP     (58)  a. A   cada profesor (Juan)  le      ha    regalado  qué?        Distributive                                          
                                     To  each professor  (Juan) CLDAT  has offered   what  
                  Qj                 X’     
                                                             b. (Juan) le       ha  regalado  a  cada  profesor   qué?    *Distributive 
                              X             TopP                     Juan CLDAT has offered to each professor what 
                                       
                 [   CLj  twh  ]remnant        Y’ 
                                                      
                                              Y            CP 
                                                                 

                                                Wh           C’ 
                        
                                                                                 tremnant  
 
4.2.5. A NOTE ON ISLAND INSENSITIVITY (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA, FORTHCOMING) 
 
Why is it that in-situ wh-phrases in Spanish do not show sensitivity to strong islands? This is an objection raised 
by Reglero to Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria (2005). The reason is trivial, as you can see from the fact that 
massive pied-piping is allowed in Spanish under contrastive focus: 
 
(58) [A la  persona que compró qué] dices      que todo el mundo evita en las fiestas  
  to the person  that bought  what you.say that everyone           

“What is the thing x such that you are telling me that everyone avoids the person who bought x at 
parties?”  

 
(59) Dices que todo el mundo evita  en las fiestas  a  la  persona que compró    qué? 
 You.say that everyone    avoids in the parties to the person who bought what 
 
Pied-piping plus remnant movement. The data are as problematic as pied-piping itself., but not more.  
 
 5. INTERPRETATION AND INTONATION 
 
Consider the interpretive contrast between (60a,b), from Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria (2011): 
 
(60) a. Context:  A worker goes to his/her boss and asks: 
 
         Me      vais    a   comprar un   coche  de la empresa cuándo? 

CLdat going to   buy        a      business car              when?  
‘When will buy a business car for me?’ 

 
b.  Cuándo me    vais      a    comprar un coche de la empresa? 

  When CLdat   going   to   buy         a business car 
‘When will buy a business car for me?’ 

 
The question in (9a)  is appropriate only if the issue of buying a business car for the worker has already been 
discussed between the boss and the worker. (see fn. 8).  
 
In contrast, in  (9b), it is not necessary that the issue of buying a business car for the worker has already been set. 
In fact, this sentence can be understood as a request to get a new car with no expectations to get it.  
 
This is similar to what Chang (1997) reports for French ISQ and A&V (2000) report for EP ISQs.  
 
Pires and Taylor (2007): In-situ wh questions in Brazilian Portuguese are not generally possible out of the blue: 
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(61) Context: You approach a colleague at work and ask, out of the blue 
 
 #Voce conhece quem en Sao Paulo? 
   You  know     who    in Sao Paulo 
 
Deprez (2013), on the differences between (62a,b) in French: 
 
(62) a. Qu’    est ce que vous faites ce soir? 
     What PTC   that you  do      this evening  
 “What do you do this evening?” 
 
 b. Vous faites quoi  ce   soir 
     you    do     what this evening 
 “What do you do this evening?” 
 
In asking (62b), the speaker is taking for granted that the addressee plans on doing something that evening (or 
that they are likely to make some). Coveney (1989, apud Biezma, to appear):  
 
(63) Context: The speaker asks his friend who is looking in through a shop window 
 
 A: Qu’est-ce que  tu   veux? 
     What PTC that you want  
 “What do you want?” 
 
 B: #Tu   veux quoi? 
       You want what 
 
Biezma (to appear): 
 
(64) A: No te lo vas a creer, vi a Juan comprando un libro 
     You won’t believe this, I just saw Juan buying a book 
 
 B: Qué  libro  compró? 
     What book he.bought 
 “What book did he buy?” 
 
 B’: #Compró    qué   libro? 
         He.bought what book? 
 
The question is not about the ongoing topic, which is seeing Juan buying a book. Consider the minimal change 
in (65) (adapted from Biezma): 
 
(65) A: No te lo vas a creer, vi a Juan comprando un libro 
     You won’t believe this, I just saw Juan buying a book 
 
 B: Qué  libro  le   viste       comprar? 
     What book CL you.saw buying 
 “What book did you see him buying?” 
 
 B’: Pero viste      a Juan comprar    qué   libro? 
       But  you.saw Juan    buy           what book 
 “But which book did you see him buying?” 
 
The sequence with an in-situ wh-word is now felicitous. Biezma (to appear: 9): 
 
(66)  “The utterance of a WIQ is felicitous when requesting further information based on the immediately 

preceding utterance with assertoric force, or when asking for more information to obtain a complete 
answer to the ongoing questioning/line of inquiry” 

 
        How do you mark the de dicto status of the non-interrogative part in these constructions? In Spanish, this 
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marking involves remnant topicalization.   
 
        In the PF-side, the intonational pattern of Spanish in-situ questions is similar to the one we find in declarative 

sentences with contrastive focus. In this, Spanish is close too to French, in which against previous statements to 
the contrary (Cheng and Rooryck, 2001 on the intonational parallelisms between total interrogatives and in-situ 
partial questions), it seems that in-situ questions have an intonational contour that assimilates them to 
declaratives (Bonan and Tual, 2016, 2017).   

        In Spanish, the intonational contour of in-situ questions is organized on the basis of two basic bodies: the wh-
word, and the preceding IP, with a possible separate intonational phrase after the wh-word (Etxepare and Uribe-
Etxebarria, forthcoming). The preceding IP ends with a raising intonation and a short break before the stressed 
wh-word, uttered with a lower pitch: 

 
        (67)         Tu    padre ha  comprado qué 
                    your father has bought     what 
 
        Under the syntactic representation in 4.1. this intonational contour is transparently read from the structure. The 

raising intonation at the end of the IP is the one that corresponds to topics, the descendant pitch of the wh-word, 
the one that corresponds to contrastive foci. The de dicto status of the event description associated to the IP 
follows straightforwardly from its being a topic.   

 
        6. CONTRASTIVE FOCUS AND REMNANT TOPICALIZATION 

 
6.1. LONG DISTANCE REMNANT MOVEMENT 
 
The type of processes we have illustrated in this part of the presentation, with movement to the specifer of FocP1 
followed by remnant movement of TP/NegP, can also be observed in other configurations in Spanish (Etxepare 
1998): 
 
(68)    a. Tu     hermano se  ha  comprado        creo      que  UN TOYOTA 
              [your brother cl has bought  t ]          I-think   that   a Toyota 

‘I think that your brother bought a Toyota’ 
 
       i.    creo         [CP   que   [FocP  Foc   [IP  Tu   hermano se ha   comprado un Toyota ]   ] 
               believe-I  [CP   that   [FocP          [IP  your brother   Cl has  bought      a toyota]      ] 

 
ii.  creo   [CP que [FocP  un Toyotai  ]][IPTu hermano se ha comprado ti ]                   Focus movement 

 
iii.  [IPTu hermano se ha comprado ti ]   creo   [CP que [FocP  un Toyotai   tIP ]]        Remnant movement 

  
 
(69)         [  ti se ha comprado un Toyota] me han          dicho  [CP que [FocP tu hermanoi tIP ]] 
         cl has bought    a Toyota     CL they.have told           that your brother 

    ‘They told me that your brother bought a Toyota 
 
 
6.2. FREE AND BOUND FOCUS (ETXEPARE AND URIBE-ETXEBARRIA, IN PREPARATION) 
 
6.2.1. FOCUS CONSTRUALS UNDER NEGATON 
 

 Spanish is a “free word order language”. Thus, together with the SV(O) word order, the V(O)S pattern illustrated 
in (70) is also possible. 
 
(70)     V-(O)-S 
 
 
 a.  Ha venido Pedro      
      has come Pedro               
 
 
  b. Ha comprado el pan Pedro 
  has bought the bread Pedro          
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 c.  Ha comprado pan   Pedro 
  has bought    bread Pedro 
 
 

 While the examples in (70) look similar from the point of view of word order (they all involve inverted subjects), 
they behave differently under the scope of negation and exhibit interesting semantic asymmetries in the set of 
elements that can be focalized and contrasted.  
 
 
►Consider (70a) first. Its negative counterpart is given in (71). (71) allows the 3 readings in (70a-c). 
 
 
 (71)   [Neg-V- S]     No ha venido Pedro       
     Not has come Pedro 
  
 
i. In the construal in (70a), Neg takes scope over the whole clause, which is focalized (wide focus (WF) 

construal). 
 
  a.   No ha venido Pedro, sino que se ha ido María       Wide Focus (WF) 
               Not has come Pedro but that CL has left María 
             (It is not the case that P. has come, but rather that M. has left) 
 
-  Scope of Neg over the whole clause: it is shown by the fact that (70a) admits a contrastive tag where the 

alternative involves a full clause preceded by que, a complementizer. Such a contrastive sequence is 
impossible if the contrasted item is subclausal: 

 
     a’.  No ha venido Juan, sino (*que) Pedro 
   Not has come Juan, but (*that) Pedro  
 

      ii. In the reading in (70b), Neg does not take scope over the whole clause, but rather only over the postverbal 
subject, which is focalized (bound focus (BF) construal).  

 
  b.   No ha venido Pedro, sino María      Bound Focus (BF)    
                Not has come Pedro,  but María                    

   (The one who came isn´t Peter, but M.)                   
 
- Neg takes scope only over the postverbal subject. This explains why (70b) admits a positive tag like sino María 

(´but Mary’). (Only constituents under the scope of negation can be contrasted by positive tags introduced by 
but-type elements). 

 
iii. Finally, under the reading in (70c), Neg does not take scope over the postverbal focalized subject, rather it is the 

latter which takes scope over negation despite the fact that it follows Negation in the surface linear order (free 
focus (FF) construal). 
 
 (This is shown by the fact that (70c) admits negative tags like y no María (´and not Mary’)).  
 
 
 c.         [No ha venido] Pedro,  y     no  María                      Free  Focus (FF) 
         Not has come Pedro and not María 

        (The one who hasn´t come is Peter, and not María) 
 

►    Consider now the negative counterpart of (70b), in (72).  
  
   (72)            [Neg-V-O-S]   No ha comprado el pan Pedro        
         Not has bought the bread Pedro        
 
 (72) does not allow the wide focus construal (8a),  
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 a.  No ha comprado el pan P, # sino que  ha traído la leche Mª                       * WF 
       Not has bought the bread P, but that has brought the milk Mª 
 
   but it allows the bound and free focus interpretations, as shown in (72b) and (72c).  
 
 b.  No ha comprado el pan Pedro, sino María               BF      
       Not has bought the bread Pedro but María     

   (The one who bought the bread isn’t P., but M.)         
 
 c.  [No ha comprado el pan] Pedro,    y    no  María                                      FF  
 Not has bought the bread Pedro, and not María 

 (The one who hasn’t bought the bread is P., and not M.) 
 

►  Finally, the negative counterpart of (70c), given in (73), only allows the free focus construal. 
  
  (73)    [Neg-V-O-S]     No ha comprado pan Pedro         
           Not has bought  bread Pedro  
        

a. No ha comprado pan Pedro,     # sino que ha traído leche María                         * WF 
  Not has bought   bread P,             but that has brought milk Mª  
  
 b.   No ha comprado pan Pedro,  # sino María                                * BF     

 Not has bought  bread Pedro,    but María       
 (The one who bought bread isn´t P., but M) 
 

 c.  [ No ha comprado  pan  ]  Pedro,         y    no   María                         FF 
      Not has bought   bread Pedro and not María 
          (The one who hasn´t bought the bread is P., and not M) 

 
Summarizing, the negative counterparts of (70) present the following asymmetries in their interpretation. 
 
(74) 
 
TABLE 1  

WF  reading BF reading of Subj FF reading of Subj 

 
Neg-V-S 

 
 (71)           √ 

 
 (71b)          √ 

 
 (71c)          √ 

 
 
Neg-V-O "COMPLEX"-S 

 
 (72a)            * 

 
 (72b)          √ 

 
 (72c)          √ 

 
 
Neg-V-O "SIMPLE"-S 

 
 (73a)            * 

 
 (73b)          * 

 
 (73c)          √ 

 
 
      6.2.2. THE ANALYSIS: THE SYNTAX- SEMANTICS-PHONOLOGY MAPPING 

 
 The range of construals of the examples under analysis is repeated below: 

 
(74)   a. Neg VS → WF/BF/FF        
          b. Neg V OComplex S  → * WF/BF/FF         
 c. Neg V OSimple  S  →  *WF/*BF/FF 
 
Although all the examples under analysis involve postverbal, sentence final subjects (linear order V-(O)-S ), they 
differ with respect to each other with regard to two different variables:  
 
a)         the nature of the predicate involved (an unaccusative verb in (71) vs. a transitive verb in (72-73)) 
 
b)         the nature of the Obj (a definite, “complex”object (72) vs. a “bare” sg indefinite object (73)).  
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 As we will see next, these two factors play an important role in accounting for the different syntactic /semantic 
structures available for each example. Let us first analyze the BF and FF construals. 
 

       Ordoñez (1997) argues that in affirmative sentences with a VOS order, the S is focalized and constitutes the only 
focus of the sentence.  
 

 We argue that this is also true for negative sentences with a VOS word order (focus does not “project up” from 
the sentence final subject).  
 

 We propose that this is so because in all the VOS cases the subject has moved to the specifier of a FocP, and 
the rest of the material to the left of the postverbal subject has moved over it.  
 
 

 But we need to distinguish (at least) 2 different derivations and structures underlying the VOS word order.  
 

 
● BOUND FOCUS CONSTRUAL (BF) 

   
 
i. Under the first derivation, in (12), the subject moves to the specifier of a FocP located between NegP and VP 

(FocP2), and the object scrambles to the left of the subject in FocP2. 
 
ii.  This gives rise to the Bound Focus reading of the postverbal subject.  

 
 

   (75) Bound construal of focus (BF) 
 
 
  a.                    NegP                                                    b.  word order: Neg V O  S 
                                               

                Neg+V                 XP                       ►   c.  c-command:  Neg/Obj c-commands S in Spec/FocP2 
                                                          
                                      Obj                 FocP2  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                               VP 
                                                     Subj                                                                                   
     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 

 
 
● FREE FOCUS CONSTRUAL (FF) 

  
i. In the second derivation (76), the subject moves to the specifier of a FocP located hierarchically higher than 

NegP, FocP1, (it thus moves over the Verb and Negation –which, for concreteness, we assume occupy the head 
position of NegP).  
 
 

ii. Then, in a second step, the remnant (in this case NegP) moves to a topic-like position in the left periphery 
(Spec/TopicP), past the subject in Spec/FocP1.  
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(76)  Free construal of Focus  (FF)                  

                 
  

                          a.                      TopP                                                b.  word order:  [ Neg V O  ] S 
        
                                           NegP                      FocP1              ► c.  c-command:  Neg/Obj does NOT c-command S 
                                                             

                                                     Subject             NegP               

                                                                                         
                                                                                            Neg+V       TP 
 
 
                                                                                    

                                                    F-mov                             
        remnant  

                            mov                                                              tS         tv     O 
      

 
 
  WIDE FOCUS CONSTRUAL (WF) 

  
 Finally, we tentatively  assume that the wide focus construal involves no movement.  

 
 
 (77)  Wide construal of focus (WF):   Neg  [ V   S  (O) ] 

 

        b.  word order:   Neg V  S  (O)  
        ►  c.  c-command:  Neg c-commands all the elements of the clause      

 
 
 

         Explaining the asymmetries 
  
  

   (78) !    i)   Why is the WF construal available in (71a) but not in (72a/73a)?  
 
 

- Because (71a) involves an unaccusative predicate: the Neg-V-S order corresponds to a derivation where 
the Subj stays in its base-position/does not move to the Spec of a FocP  

 
 

- In contrast, the Neg V O S word order in (72a/73a) is derived via movement of the Subj to the Spec of a 
FocP projection, so only the Subj will be the focus of the sentence.  

 
           !   ii)  Why is the BF construal unavailable in (74c)?  

 
 

    - The BF construal is derived by scrambling the Obj over the Sub in Spec/FocP2.  
 
 
   -       However, indefinite objects like pan in (74c) cannot scramble, so the derivation in (75) is not possible 

for (74c).  
 

        !  iii)  Why is the FF construal in (74c) available with an indefinite object?  
 

-       Because, contrary to the scrambling operation of the Obj, the remnant movement operation of NegP in 
(76) is not dependent on the nature of the Obj.  
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               !  iv)  Finally, the structural differences in (75) and (76) explain why the Subj is under the scope of 

Neg in (75):  Neg c-commands the Subj in the derivation of BF in (75), but not in the one that 
corresponds to FF in (76) (Neg within the remant-moved Neg-P cannot c-command the Subj in 
Spec/FocP1).  

  
               !  v)  This also explains the different types of tags they admit. 

 
 

      6.2.3. FURTHER PREDICTIONS 
 
  i)   Interactions with NPI licensing.  

   
 Following our analysis in (75)/(76) above, we predict that the BF construal will not be available for the NegVOS 

word order when the Obj is a NPI (NPIs cannot scramble), while it will be possible under a FF construal. This is 
borne out: 
 
 (77)   a. ?? No ha comprado nada Pedro, sino María      b.  √  No ha comprado nada Pedro, y no María 
      Not has bought anything Peter, but Mary                         Not has bought anything Peter, and not Mary 
  

       ii)   Bound Variable readings.  
  
  

 We also predict differences in the bound variable reading possibilities of BF and FF. This is confirmed: 
 
 

  (78) has a BF reading on the dative a su author and allows a bound variable reading of the pronoun su (its): 
Neg > Universali > bound variablei  (assuming (17=12), the ∀ will be able to c-command the pronoun su in (17)).  

                   
(78)  No  han             enviado  cada libroi  a sui    autor    (, sino a su editor)          
       Not have-3.p.pl sent        each booki  to itsi  author   (, but to its editor)  

This reading is impossible in (79a) because, as shown in (79b), the ∀ quantifier within the remnant-moved NegP 
cannot c-command the pronoun in Spec/FocP1: 
 
 (79)  a. No han               enviado cada libro  a  su  autor      (, y no a su editor) 
                 Not have-3.p.pl sent           each booki  to itsi  author   (, and not to its editor)      
  
         b. [[TopP [NegP ...Neg V Oeach book ] [FocP1  IOto its author [ tNegP ]]                       (see 13) 

  
 
 

          iii)    Weak crossover effects (WCO).  
 
 
Our analysis also predicts a contrast in WCO effects. This is correct.  
 
(80a), with a FF construal, shows WCO effects: the focalized embedded subject Juan moves over the coindexed 
matrix subject su madre on its way to the matrix Spec/FocP1 (this would be followed by movement of the 
remnant to the matrix Spec/ToP). be 
 
  
 (80)  a. *  Sui madre    no   dijo que iba  a venir JUANi , y no  María    
                 Hisi mother neg said that would come Ji,      and not María     
   
  
 (80b), with a BF reading on the embedded Subj, does not show WCO effects (the embedded focalized Subj will 
never cross over the matrix Subj on its way to Spec/FocP2). 
           
       b. √  Sui  madre   no     dijo   que iba     a  venir JUANi , sino María 
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                Hisi  mother didn’t say  that would come      Ji,         but María 
 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In situ questions involve overt movement of the “in situ” wh-element to the specifier of a functional projection in 
the left periphery, followed by remnant movement. 

 
This analysis explains the phonological, semantic and syntactic properties displayed by in situ-Qs in this 
language. Under this approach PF and LF interpret the output of syntactic derivations (strict T-model). 

 
The properties displayed by in situ-Qs in Spanish differ from those exhibited by in situ-Qs in other Romance 
languages. This provides support for a non-unified approach to in situ-Qs in languages with apparent optional 
wh-movement. 

 
A PF-based, non-movement approach, cannot capture the full properties of in-situ questions in Spanish. Not all 
PF-based approaches fare equally, though. In fact, the main empirical conclusion for Spanish in-situ questions is 
that they are not in-situ. The conclusion could fit an approach in which wh-movement is motivated by PF-
considerations (Richards, 2010; 2016), but not one that dispenses with wh-/focus movement entirely 
(Zubizarreta, 1998; Reglero, 2007; Mathieu, 2016, among others).  
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